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• Brief introduction of 2HDM-III and how four-zero Yukawa texture is 
the mechanism that controls the FCNC.

• The 2HDM-III agrees with main flavor constraints from low energy 
processes.

• Phenomenology of neutral and charged Higgs bosons  could be 
quiet different.

• Some interesting channels decays at tree level: H,h,A → bs,𝛕μ, H+ 
—> cb, ts,  decays are sensitive to the pattern of  Yukawa texture. 

• Benchmarks scenarios are found and one could have a BR(h,H→bs) 
~ 0.1 keeping h-decays compatible with SM. 

• Brief discussion e p→q(h,H)νe with flavor violating decays of the 
Higgs bosons (h,H): cross sections, some distributions and cuts.

• e p —> q nu H+, considering  H—> c b, results at parton level 

Outline
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The first term, proportional to ! i j , corresponds to the modi-
fication of the THDM-II over the SM result, while the term
proportional to Ỹ 2

l denotes the new contribution from the
THDM-III. Thus, the fermion–Higgs-boson couplings re-
spect CP invariance, despite the fact that the Yukawa matri-
ces include complex phases; this follows because of the Her-
miticity conditions imposed on both Y 1

l and Y 2
l .

The corrections to the lepton flavor conserving "LFC# and
flavor violating couplings depend on the rotated matrix

Ỹ 2
l !OTPY 2

l P†O . We shall evaluate Ỹ 2
l by assuming that Y 2

l

has a four-texture form, namely,

Y 2
l !! 0 C2 0

C2* B̃2 B2
0 B2* A2

" , #A2#"#B̃2#,#B2#,#C2#. "5#

The matrix that diagonalizes the real matrix M̃ l with the
four-texture form is given by

O!! ! $2$3"A#$1#

A"$2#$1#"$3#$1#
%! $1$3"$2#A #

A"$2#$1#"$3#$2#
! $1$2"A#$3#

A"$3#$1#"$3#$2#

#%! $1"$1#A #

"$2#$1#"$3#$1#
! $2"A#$2#

"$2#$1#"$3#$2#
! $3"$3#A #

"$3#$1#"$3#$2#

%! $1"A#$2#"A#$3#

A"$2#$1#"$3#$1#
#! $2"A#$1#"$3#A #

A"$2#$1#"$3#$2#
! $3"A#$1#"A#$2#

A"$3#$1#"$3#$2#

" ,
where me!m1!#$1#,m&!m2!#$2#,m'!m3!#$3#,%
!$2 /m2.
Then the rotated form Ỹ 2

l has the general form

Ỹ 2
l !OTPY 2

l P†O

!! Ỹ 211
l Ỹ 212

l Ỹ 213
l

Ỹ 221
l Ỹ 222

l Ỹ 223
l

Ỹ 231
l Ỹ 232

l Ỹ 233
l
" . "6#

However, the full expressions for the resulting elements
have a complicated form, as can be appreciated, for instance,
by looking at the element (Ỹ 2

l )22 , which is displayed here:

" Ỹ 2#22
l !%(C2*ei)C$C2e#i)C*

"A#$2#

m3#$2
!m1m3

Am2

$B̃2
A#$2
m3#$2

$A2
A#$2
m3#$2

#(B2*ei)B$B2e#i)B*!"A#$2#"m3#A #

m3#$2
,

"7#

where we have taken the limits #A#,m' ,m&"me . The free
parameters are B 2̃,B2 ,A2 ,A .
To derive a better suited approximation, we shall consider

the elements of the Yukawa matrix Y 2
l as having the same

hierarchy as the full mass matrix, namely,

C2!c2!m1m2m3

A , "8#

B2!b2!"A#$2#"m3#A #, "9#

B̃2! b̃2"m3#A$$2#, "10#

A2!a2A . "11#

Then, in order to keep the same hierarchy for the elements
of the mass matrix, we find that A must fall within the inter-
val (m3#m2)+A+m3. Thus, we propose the following re-
lation for A:

A!m3"1#,z #, "12#

where z!m2 /m3%1 and 0+,+1.
Then we introduce the matrix -̃ as follows:

" Ỹ 2
l # i j!

!mim j

v
-̃ i j

!
!mim j

v
- i je. i j, "13#

which differs from the usual Cheng-Sher ansatz not only
because of the appearance of the complex phases, but also in
the form of the real parts - i j!#-̃ i j#.
Expanding in powers of z, one finds that the elements of

the matrix -̃ have the following general expressions:
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Yukawa textures

The structure of quarks mass matrices (quark flavor mixing) is 
unknown.

A theory more fundamental than SM could determine:
6 quark masses, 3 flavor mixing angles, one CP-violating phase.

Phenomenologically, it has introduced a common approach: 
simple textures of quarks mass matrices (called Yukawa textures).

The Yukawa textures are consistents with the relations between quarks 
masses and flavor mixing parameters.

Yukawa textures could come of a theory more fundamental and it 
could be a flavor symmetry.

H. Fritzsch, Z. Z. Xing, Prog.Part. Nucl. Phys. 45 (2000)1.
H. Fritzsch, Z. Z. Xing, Phys. Lett. 555 (2003)63.
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are to be bounded by current experimental constraints. Thus, in order to derive the interactions of the charged Higgs
boson, the Yukawa Lagrangian is written as follows:

�LY = Y u
1 Q̄L⇥̃1uR + Y u

2 Q̄L⇥̃2uR + Y d
1 Q̄L⇥1dR + Y d

2 Q̄L⇥2dR + Y ⇥
1 L̄L⇥1lR + Y ⇥

2 L̄L⇥2lR; (1)

where ⇥1,2 = (⇤+
1,2,⇤

0
1,2)

T refer to the two Higgs doublets, ⇥̃1,2 = i⇥2⇥⇥
1,2, QL denotes the left-handed fermions

doublet, uR and dR are the right-handed fermions singlets and, finally, Y u,d
1,2 denote the (3 ⇥ 3) Yukawa matrices.

Similarly, one can see the corresponding left-handed fermion doublet LL, the right-handed fermion singlet lR and the
Yukawa matrices Y ⇥

1,2 for leptons.
After SSB (Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking), one can derive the fermion mass matrices from eq. (1), namely

Mf =
1⇧
2
(v1Y

f
1 + v2Y

f
2 ), f = u, d, l, (2)

We will assume that both Yukawa matrices Y f
1 and Y f

2 have the four-texture form and Hermitic [22, 26]. Following
this convention, the fermions masses matrices have the same form, which are written as:

Mf =

�

⇤
0 Cf 0
C⇥

f B̃f Bf

0 B⇥
f Af

⇥

⌅ . (3)

when B̃q ⌅ 0 one recovers the six-texture form. We also consider the hierarchy: | Aq |⇤ | B̃q |, | Bq |, | Cq |, which is
supported by the observed fermion masses in the SM.

The mass matrix is diagonalized through the bi-unitary matrices VL,R, though each Yukawa matrices are not
diagonalized by this transformation. The diagonalization is performed in the following way

M̄f = V †
fLMfVfR. (4)

The fact that Mf is hermitian, under the considerations given above, directly implies that VfL = VfR, and the
mass eigenstates for the fermions are given by

u = V †
uu

⇤ d = V †
d d

⇤ l = V †
l l

⇤. (5)

Then eq. (2) in this basis takes the form

M̄f =
1⇧
2
(v1Ỹ

f
1 + v2Ỹ

f
2 ) (6)

where Ỹ f
i = V †

fLY
f
i VfR. In order to compare the new physics comes from Yukawa texture with some traditional 2HDM

(in particular with 2HDM-II), in previous works [22, 23, 28–30], we have implemented the following redefinition ((a)
like-2HDM-II):

Ỹ d
1 =

⇧
2

v cos�
M̄d � tan�Ỹ d

2

Ỹ u
2 =

⇧
2

v sin�
M̄u � cot�Ỹ u

1

Ỹ ⇥
1 = Ỹ d

1 (d ⌅ ⌅) (7)

This, redefinition is convenient because we can get the coupling Higgs-fermion-fermion as gff�2HDM�III = gff�2HDM�II +

�gff�, where gff�2HDM�II is the coupling in the 2HDM-II and �gff� is the contribution of four-zero texture, which
comes some flavor theory. If �gff� ⌅ 0 we can recover the 2HDM-II. However, this redefinition is not unique, there
are other possibilities since eq. 6, which can reproduce the 2HDM-I, 2HDM-X or 2HDM-Y when the contribution of
new physics �gff� ⌅ 0. The other possible redefinitions are:
(b) like-2HDM-I

Ỹ d
2 =

⇧
2

v sin�
M̄d � cot�Ỹ d

1

Ỹ u
2 =

⇧
2

v sin�
M̄u � cot�Ỹ u

1

Ỹ ⇥
2 = Ỹ d

2 (d ⌅ ⌅) (8)
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Mass matrix ansatz and lepton flavor violation in the two-Higgs doublet model-III
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Predictive Higgs-boson–fermion couplings can be obtained when a specific texture for the fermion mass
matrices is included in the general two-Higgs doublet model. We derive the form of these couplings in the
charged lepton sector using a Hermitian mass matrix ansatz with four-texture zeros. The presence of uncon-
strained phases in the vertices # il il j modifies the pattern of flavor-violating Higgs boson interactions. Bounds
on the model parameters are obtained from present limits on rare lepton flavor-violating processes, which could
be extended further by the search for the decay $→%%% and %-e conversion at future experiments. The signal
from Higgs boson decays # i→$% could be searched for at the CERN Large Hadron Collider, while e-%
transitions could produce a detectable signal at a future e% collider, through the reaction e!%"→h0

→$!$".

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.69.095002 PACS number!s": 12.60.Fr, 12.15.Mm, 14.80.Cp

I. INTRODUCTION

After many years of the success of the standard model
!SM", the Higgs mechanism is still the least tested sector,
and the problem of electroweak symmetry breaking !EWSB"
remains almost as open as ever. However, the analysis of
radiative corrections within the SM &1' points toward the
existence of a light Higgs boson, which could be detected in
the early stages of the CERN Large Hadron Collider !LHC"
&2'. On the other hand, the SM is often considered as an
effective theory, valid up to an energy scale of O(TeV), and
eventually it will be replaced by a more fundamental theory,
which will explain, among other things, the physics behind
EWSB and perhaps even the origin of flavor. Several ex-
amples of candidate theories, which range from supersym-
metry &3' to deconstruction &4', include a Higgs sector with
two scalar doublets, which has a rich structure and predicts
interesting phenomenology &5'. The general two-Higgs dou-
blet model !THDM" has a potential problem with flavor
changing neutral currents !FCNC’s" mediated by the Higgs
bosons, which arises when each quark type (u and d) is
allowed to couple to both Higgs doublets, and FCNC’s could
be induced at large rates that may jeopardize the model. The
possible solutions to this problem of the THDM involve an
assumption about the Yukawa structure of the model. To dis-
cuss them it is convenient to refer to the Yukawa Lagrangian,
which is written for the quark fields as follows:

LY#Y 1
uQ̄L(1uR!Y 2

uQ̄L(2uR!Y 1
dQ̄L(1dR!Y 2

dQ̄L(2dR ,
!1"

where (1,2#(#1,2
! ,#1,2

0 )T denote the Higgs doublets. The
specific choices for the Yukawa matrices Y 1,2

q (q#u ,d) de-
fine the versions of the THDM known as I, II, and III, which
involve the following mechanisms, that are aimed either to
eliminate the otherwise unbearable FCNC problem or at least
to keep it under control.

!1" Discrete symmetries. A discrete symmetry can be in-
voked to allow a given fermion type (u or d quarks, for
instance" to couple to a single Higgs doublet, and in such
case FCNC’s are absent at the tree level. In particular, when
a single Higgs field gives masses to both types of quarks
!either Y 1

u#Y 1
d#0 or Y 2

u#Y 2
d#0), the resulting model is

referred as THDM-I. On the other hand, when each type of
quark couples to a different Higgs doublet !either Y 1

u#Y 2
d

#0 or Y 2
u#Y 1

d#0), the model is known as the THDM-II.
This THDM-II pattern is highly motivated because it arises
at the tree level in the minimal supersymmetry !SUSY" ex-
tension for the SM !MSSM" &5'.

!2" Radiative suppression. When each fermion type
couples to both Higgs doublets, FCNC’s could be kept under
control if there exists a hierarchy between Y 1

u ,d and Y 2
u ,d ,

namely, a given set of Yukawa matrices is present at the tree
level, but the other ones arise only as a radiative effect. This
occurs for instance in the MSSM, where the type-II THDM
structure is not protected by any symmetry and is trans-
formed into a type-III THDM !see below", through the loop
effects of sfermions and gauginos. That is, the Yukawa cou-
plings that are already present at the tree level in the MSSM
(Y 1

d ,Y 2
u) receive radiative corrections, while the terms

(Y 2
d ,Y 1

u) are induced at the one-loop level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After many years of the success of the standard model
!SM", the Higgs mechanism is still the least tested sector,
and the problem of electroweak symmetry breaking !EWSB"
remains almost as open as ever. However, the analysis of
radiative corrections within the SM &1' points toward the
existence of a light Higgs boson, which could be detected in
the early stages of the CERN Large Hadron Collider !LHC"
&2'. On the other hand, the SM is often considered as an
effective theory, valid up to an energy scale of O(TeV), and
eventually it will be replaced by a more fundamental theory,
which will explain, among other things, the physics behind
EWSB and perhaps even the origin of flavor. Several ex-
amples of candidate theories, which range from supersym-
metry &3' to deconstruction &4', include a Higgs sector with
two scalar doublets, which has a rich structure and predicts
interesting phenomenology &5'. The general two-Higgs dou-
blet model !THDM" has a potential problem with flavor
changing neutral currents !FCNC’s" mediated by the Higgs
bosons, which arises when each quark type (u and d) is
allowed to couple to both Higgs doublets, and FCNC’s could
be induced at large rates that may jeopardize the model. The
possible solutions to this problem of the THDM involve an
assumption about the Yukawa structure of the model. To dis-
cuss them it is convenient to refer to the Yukawa Lagrangian,
which is written for the quark fields as follows:

LY#Y 1
uQ̄L(1uR!Y 2

uQ̄L(2uR!Y 1
dQ̄L(1dR!Y 2

dQ̄L(2dR ,
!1"

where (1,2#(#1,2
! ,#1,2

0 )T denote the Higgs doublets. The
specific choices for the Yukawa matrices Y 1,2

q (q#u ,d) de-
fine the versions of the THDM known as I, II, and III, which
involve the following mechanisms, that are aimed either to
eliminate the otherwise unbearable FCNC problem or at least
to keep it under control.

!1" Discrete symmetries. A discrete symmetry can be in-
voked to allow a given fermion type (u or d quarks, for
instance" to couple to a single Higgs doublet, and in such
case FCNC’s are absent at the tree level. In particular, when
a single Higgs field gives masses to both types of quarks
!either Y 1

u#Y 1
d#0 or Y 2

u#Y 2
d#0), the resulting model is

referred as THDM-I. On the other hand, when each type of
quark couples to a different Higgs doublet !either Y 1

u#Y 2
d

#0 or Y 2
u#Y 1

d#0), the model is known as the THDM-II.
This THDM-II pattern is highly motivated because it arises
at the tree level in the minimal supersymmetry !SUSY" ex-
tension for the SM !MSSM" &5'.

!2" Radiative suppression. When each fermion type
couples to both Higgs doublets, FCNC’s could be kept under
control if there exists a hierarchy between Y 1

u ,d and Y 2
u ,d ,

namely, a given set of Yukawa matrices is present at the tree
level, but the other ones arise only as a radiative effect. This
occurs for instance in the MSSM, where the type-II THDM
structure is not protected by any symmetry and is trans-
formed into a type-III THDM !see below", through the loop
effects of sfermions and gauginos. That is, the Yukawa cou-
plings that are already present at the tree level in the MSSM
(Y 1

d ,Y 2
u) receive radiative corrections, while the terms

(Y 2
d ,Y 1

u) are induced at the one-loop level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After many years of the success of the standard model
!SM", the Higgs mechanism is still the least tested sector,
and the problem of electroweak symmetry breaking !EWSB"
remains almost as open as ever. However, the analysis of
radiative corrections within the SM &1' points toward the
existence of a light Higgs boson, which could be detected in
the early stages of the CERN Large Hadron Collider !LHC"
&2'. On the other hand, the SM is often considered as an
effective theory, valid up to an energy scale of O(TeV), and
eventually it will be replaced by a more fundamental theory,
which will explain, among other things, the physics behind
EWSB and perhaps even the origin of flavor. Several ex-
amples of candidate theories, which range from supersym-
metry &3' to deconstruction &4', include a Higgs sector with
two scalar doublets, which has a rich structure and predicts
interesting phenomenology &5'. The general two-Higgs dou-
blet model !THDM" has a potential problem with flavor
changing neutral currents !FCNC’s" mediated by the Higgs
bosons, which arises when each quark type (u and d) is
allowed to couple to both Higgs doublets, and FCNC’s could
be induced at large rates that may jeopardize the model. The
possible solutions to this problem of the THDM involve an
assumption about the Yukawa structure of the model. To dis-
cuss them it is convenient to refer to the Yukawa Lagrangian,
which is written for the quark fields as follows:

LY#Y 1
uQ̄L(1uR!Y 2

uQ̄L(2uR!Y 1
dQ̄L(1dR!Y 2

dQ̄L(2dR ,
!1"

where (1,2#(#1,2
! ,#1,2

0 )T denote the Higgs doublets. The
specific choices for the Yukawa matrices Y 1,2

q (q#u ,d) de-
fine the versions of the THDM known as I, II, and III, which
involve the following mechanisms, that are aimed either to
eliminate the otherwise unbearable FCNC problem or at least
to keep it under control.

!1" Discrete symmetries. A discrete symmetry can be in-
voked to allow a given fermion type (u or d quarks, for
instance" to couple to a single Higgs doublet, and in such
case FCNC’s are absent at the tree level. In particular, when
a single Higgs field gives masses to both types of quarks
!either Y 1

u#Y 1
d#0 or Y 2

u#Y 2
d#0), the resulting model is

referred as THDM-I. On the other hand, when each type of
quark couples to a different Higgs doublet !either Y 1

u#Y 2
d

#0 or Y 2
u#Y 1

d#0), the model is known as the THDM-II.
This THDM-II pattern is highly motivated because it arises
at the tree level in the minimal supersymmetry !SUSY" ex-
tension for the SM !MSSM" &5'.

!2" Radiative suppression. When each fermion type
couples to both Higgs doublets, FCNC’s could be kept under
control if there exists a hierarchy between Y 1

u ,d and Y 2
u ,d ,

namely, a given set of Yukawa matrices is present at the tree
level, but the other ones arise only as a radiative effect. This
occurs for instance in the MSSM, where the type-II THDM
structure is not protected by any symmetry and is trans-
formed into a type-III THDM !see below", through the loop
effects of sfermions and gauginos. That is, the Yukawa cou-
plings that are already present at the tree level in the MSSM
(Y 1

d ,Y 2
u) receive radiative corrections, while the terms

(Y 2
d ,Y 1

u) are induced at the one-loop level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After many years of the success of the standard model
!SM", the Higgs mechanism is still the least tested sector,
and the problem of electroweak symmetry breaking !EWSB"
remains almost as open as ever. However, the analysis of
radiative corrections within the SM &1' points toward the
existence of a light Higgs boson, which could be detected in
the early stages of the CERN Large Hadron Collider !LHC"
&2'. On the other hand, the SM is often considered as an
effective theory, valid up to an energy scale of O(TeV), and
eventually it will be replaced by a more fundamental theory,
which will explain, among other things, the physics behind
EWSB and perhaps even the origin of flavor. Several ex-
amples of candidate theories, which range from supersym-
metry &3' to deconstruction &4', include a Higgs sector with
two scalar doublets, which has a rich structure and predicts
interesting phenomenology &5'. The general two-Higgs dou-
blet model !THDM" has a potential problem with flavor
changing neutral currents !FCNC’s" mediated by the Higgs
bosons, which arises when each quark type (u and d) is
allowed to couple to both Higgs doublets, and FCNC’s could
be induced at large rates that may jeopardize the model. The
possible solutions to this problem of the THDM involve an
assumption about the Yukawa structure of the model. To dis-
cuss them it is convenient to refer to the Yukawa Lagrangian,
which is written for the quark fields as follows:

LY#Y 1
uQ̄L(1uR!Y 2

uQ̄L(2uR!Y 1
dQ̄L(1dR!Y 2

dQ̄L(2dR ,
!1"

where (1,2#(#1,2
! ,#1,2

0 )T denote the Higgs doublets. The
specific choices for the Yukawa matrices Y 1,2

q (q#u ,d) de-
fine the versions of the THDM known as I, II, and III, which
involve the following mechanisms, that are aimed either to
eliminate the otherwise unbearable FCNC problem or at least
to keep it under control.

!1" Discrete symmetries. A discrete symmetry can be in-
voked to allow a given fermion type (u or d quarks, for
instance" to couple to a single Higgs doublet, and in such
case FCNC’s are absent at the tree level. In particular, when
a single Higgs field gives masses to both types of quarks
!either Y 1

u#Y 1
d#0 or Y 2

u#Y 2
d#0), the resulting model is

referred as THDM-I. On the other hand, when each type of
quark couples to a different Higgs doublet !either Y 1

u#Y 2
d

#0 or Y 2
u#Y 1

d#0), the model is known as the THDM-II.
This THDM-II pattern is highly motivated because it arises
at the tree level in the minimal supersymmetry !SUSY" ex-
tension for the SM !MSSM" &5'.

!2" Radiative suppression. When each fermion type
couples to both Higgs doublets, FCNC’s could be kept under
control if there exists a hierarchy between Y 1

u ,d and Y 2
u ,d ,

namely, a given set of Yukawa matrices is present at the tree
level, but the other ones arise only as a radiative effect. This
occurs for instance in the MSSM, where the type-II THDM
structure is not protected by any symmetry and is trans-
formed into a type-III THDM !see below", through the loop
effects of sfermions and gauginos. That is, the Yukawa cou-
plings that are already present at the tree level in the MSSM
(Y 1

d ,Y 2
u) receive radiative corrections, while the terms

(Y 2
d ,Y 1

u) are induced at the one-loop level.
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Yukawa sector of the 2HDM-III is similar to effective lagrangian of the 
MSSM  with a seesaw mechanism.

This lagrangian contains loop effects of sfermions and gauginos.

2HDM type III could be a generic  description of physics at higher 
scale (of order TeV o maybe higher)

(MSSM)
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2HDM-III +  Yukawa texture 
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It could come from a more fundamental theory  (susy models with 

seesaw mechanism).
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are to be bounded by current experimental constraints. Thus, in order to derive the interactions of the charged Higgs
boson, the Yukawa Lagrangian is written as follows:

�LY = Y u
1 Q̄L⇥̃1uR + Y u

2 Q̄L⇥̃2uR + Y d
1 Q̄L⇥1dR + Y d

2 Q̄L⇥2dR + Y ⇥
1 L̄L⇥1lR + Y ⇥

2 L̄L⇥2lR; (1)

where ⇥1,2 = (⇤+
1,2,⇤

0
1,2)

T refer to the two Higgs doublets, ⇥̃1,2 = i⇥2⇥⇥
1,2, QL denotes the left-handed fermions

doublet, uR and dR are the right-handed fermions singlets and, finally, Y u,d
1,2 denote the (3 ⇥ 3) Yukawa matrices.

Similarly, one can see the corresponding left-handed fermion doublet LL, the right-handed fermion singlet lR and the
Yukawa matrices Y ⇥

1,2 for leptons.
After SSB (Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking), one can derive the fermion mass matrices from eq. (1), namely

Mf =
1⇧
2
(v1Y

f
1 + v2Y

f
2 ), f = u, d, l, (2)

We will assume that both Yukawa matrices Y f
1 and Y f

2 have the four-texture form and Hermitic [22, 26]. Following
this convention, the fermions masses matrices have the same form, which are written as:

Mf =

�

⇤
0 Cf 0
C⇥

f B̃f Bf

0 B⇥
f Af

⇥

⌅ . (3)

when B̃q ⌅ 0 one recovers the six-texture form. We also consider the hierarchy: | Aq |⇤ | B̃q |, | Bq |, | Cq |, which is
supported by the observed fermion masses in the SM.

The mass matrix is diagonalized through the bi-unitary matrices VL,R, though each Yukawa matrices are not
diagonalized by this transformation. The diagonalization is performed in the following way

M̄f = V †
fLMfVfR. (4)

The fact that Mf is hermitian, under the considerations given above, directly implies that VfL = VfR, and the
mass eigenstates for the fermions are given by

u = V †
uu

⇤ d = V †
d d

⇤ l = V †
l l

⇤. (5)

Then eq. (2) in this basis takes the form

M̄f =
1⇧
2
(v1Ỹ

f
1 + v2Ỹ

f
2 ) (6)

where Ỹ f
i = V †

fLY
f
i VfR. In order to compare the new physics comes from Yukawa texture with some traditional 2HDM

(in particular with 2HDM-II), in previous works [22, 23, 28–30], we have implemented the following redefinition ((a)
like-2HDM-II):

Ỹ d
1 =

⇧
2

v cos�
M̄d � tan�Ỹ d

2

Ỹ u
2 =

⇧
2

v sin�
M̄u � cot�Ỹ u

1

Ỹ ⇥
1 = Ỹ d

1 (d ⌅ ⌅) (7)

This, redefinition is convenient because we can get the coupling Higgs-fermion-fermion as gff�2HDM�III = gff�2HDM�II +

�gff�, where gff�2HDM�II is the coupling in the 2HDM-II and �gff� is the contribution of four-zero texture, which
comes some flavor theory. If �gff� ⌅ 0 we can recover the 2HDM-II. However, this redefinition is not unique, there
are other possibilities since eq. 6, which can reproduce the 2HDM-I, 2HDM-X or 2HDM-Y when the contribution of
new physics �gff� ⌅ 0. The other possible redefinitions are:

(b) like-2HDM-I ( gfuifdjH
+

2HDM�III = gfuifdjH
+

2HDM�any +�gfuifdjH
+

)

Ỹ d
2 =

⇧
2

v sin�
M̄d � cot�Ỹ d

1

Ỹ u
2 =

⇧
2

v sin�
M̄u � cot�Ỹ u

1

Ỹ ⇥
2 = Ỹ d

2 (d ⌅ ⌅) (8)
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Lf̄i fj� = �

8
<

:

p
2

v
ui
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mdj

Xij PR + mui Yij PL

⌘
dj H+ +

p
2mlj

v
Zij⌫LlRH+ + H.c.

9
=

;

�
1

v
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f̄i mfi

hf
ij fj h

0 + f̄i mfi
Hf

ij fj H
0 � i f̄i mfi

Af
ij fj�5A0

�
, (4)

where �f
ij (� = h, H, A), Xij , Yij and Zij are defined as:

�f
ij = ⇠f

��ij + G(⇠f
�, X), � = h, H, A,

Xij =
3X

l=1
(VCKM)il


X

mdl
mdj

�lj �
f (X)
p

2

vuut
mdl
mdj

�̃d
lj

�
,

Yij =
3X

l=1


Y �il �

f (Y )
p

2

s
mul
mui

�̃u
il

�
(VCKM)lj ,

Z l
ij =


Z

mli
mlj

�ij �
f (Z )
p

2

vuut
mli
mlj

�̃l
ij

�
. (5)

With this structure in different limits one can have different 2HDM
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2HDM-III contd.

2HDM-III X Y Z ⇠u
h ⇠d

h ⇠l
h ⇠u

H ⇠d
H ⇠l

H
2HDM-I-like � cot � cot � � cot � c↵/s� c↵/s� c↵/s� s↵/s� s↵/s� s↵/s�
2HDM-II-like tan � cot � tan � c↵/s� �s↵/c� �s↵/c� s↵/s� c↵/c� c↵/c�
2HDM-X-like � cot � cot � tan � c↵/s� c↵/s� �s↵/c� s↵/s� s↵/s� c↵/c�
2HDM-Y-like tan � cot � � cot � c↵/s� �s↵/c� c↵/s� s↵/s� c↵/c� s↵/s�

µ � e universality in ⌧ decays

Leptonic meson decays B ! ⌧⌫, D ! µ⌫, Ds ! µ⌫, ⌧⌫ and semileptonic decays B ! D⌧⌫

B ! Xs� decays

B0 � B̄0 mixing

Eelectro-weak precision test(including S,T,U oblique parameters)

Finally with all these above constraints one can find: �f
kk ⇠ 1 and |�f

ij |  0.5,
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In the next section, we briefly describe the theoretical structure of the Yukawa sector

in the 2HDM-III. In section III, we present the Feynman rules for the γγφ and for γZφ

interactions (where φ signifies the intervening Higgs boson, either CP-even or CP-odd). In

section IV, we present our numerical results. In section V, we summarize and conclude.

Finally, some more technical details of the calculations are relegated to the appendix.

2 The Higgs-Yukawa sector of the 2HDM-III

The 2HDM includes two Higgs scalar doublets of hypercharge +1: Φ†
1 = (φ−

1 ,φ
0∗
1 ) and

Φ†
2 = (φ−

2 ,φ
0∗
2 ). The most general SU(2)L×U(1)Y invariant scalar potential can be written

as [50]

V (Φ1,Φ2) = µ2
1(Φ

†
1Φ1) + µ2

2(Φ
†
2Φ2)−

!
µ2
12(Φ

†
1Φ2) + H.c.

"
+

1

2
λ1(Φ

†
1Φ1)

2 (2.1)

+
1

2
λ2(Φ

†
2Φ2)

2 + λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ

†
2 Φ2) + λ4(Φ

†
1Φ2)(Φ

†
2Φ1)

+

#
1

2
λ5(Φ

†
1Φ2)

2 +
!
λ6(Φ

†
1Φ1) + λ7(Φ

†
2Φ2)

"
(Φ†

1Φ2) + H.c.

$
,

where all parameters are assumed to be real, including the scalar field vacuum expectation

values ⟨Φ⟩†1 = (0, v1) and ⟨Φ⟩†2 = (0, v2), namely, both explicit and spontaneous CP-

violation do not occur.1 When a specific four-zero texture is implemented as a flavor

symmetry in the Yukawa sector, discrete symmetries in the Higgs potential are not needed.

Hence, one must keep the terms proportional to λ6 and λ7. These parameters play an

important role in one-loop processes though, where self-interactions of Higgs bosons could

be relevant [51]. In particular, with our assumptions, the Higgs potential is not invariant

under the so-called custodial symmetryl SU(2)L × SU(2)R only when λ4 ̸= λ5 [41, 52].

Then, the possibility of large contributions to the ρ = m2
W /m2

Z cos2 θW parameter comes

only from the difference (λ4 − λ5), which can be rewritten in terms of (m2
H± −m2

A), being

large. In ref. [50], we can get the general expression of the Higgs spectrum and one obtains

in particular the squared mass for the charged Higgs state:

m2
H± = m2

A +
1

2
v2(λ4 − λ5). (2.2)

Recently, another possibility was studied in ref. [53], where a twisted custodial symmetry

is presented and generalizes the case above. This symmetry is broken when mH± −mA or

mH± − mH are sizable. In both cases, we must also consider the corresponding mass of

the CP-even neutral Higgs H-state:

m2
H = m2

A + v2
#
λ− λA + λ̂

cos(β − α)

sin(β − α)

$
, (2.3)

where the parameters λ, λA and λ̂ are given in ref. [50] and are functions of all parameters

λi. Following the analysis of this reference, we can get in the SM-like scenario (cos(β−α) →
1The µ2

12, λ5, λ6 and λ7 parameters are complex in general, but we will assume that they are real for

simplicity.

– 3 –

As the four-zero texture controls the FCNC, then the most general Higgs 
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obtain the following parameters of Higgs potential:    JH
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0) that (m2
A − m2

H) = O(v2) and, using eq. (2.2), we can also relate mH± − mH to the

difference (λ4 − λ5). Consequently, the parameters λ6 and λ7 are not so relevant in the

contributions to the ρ parameter. Besides, the twisted symmetry allows for a scenario

where the pseudoscalar Higgs state is light [41, 54], which will be discussed below. As the

Higgs potential has CP-conservation, one can avoid mixing among the real and imaginary

parts of the neutral scalar fields, so that the general expressions of the oblique parameters

are reduced to those given in ref. [55].2 Although the parameters λ6 and λ7 can avoid to

be constrained by the ρ parameter, there are other ways to subject them to various tests,

e.g., perturbativity and unitarity [41]. In particular, we found that the strongest constraint

for the most general Higgs potential of the 2HDM comes from tree-level unitarity [58]. We

found numerically the following constraint for tanβ ≤ 10:

|λ6,7| ≤ 1, (2.4)

which will be used in all our subsequent work.
In order to derive the interactions of the type Higgs-fermion-fermion, the Yukawa

Lagrangian is written as follows:

LY = −
!
Y u
1 Q̄LΦ̃1uR + Y u

2 Q̄LΦ̃2uR + Y d
1 Q̄LΦ1dR + Y d

2 Q̄LΦ2dR + Y l
1 L̄LΦ1lR + Y l

2 L̄LΦ2lR
"
, (2.5)

where Φ1,2 = (φ+
1,2,φ

0
1,2)

T refer to the two Higgs doublets, Φ̃1,2 = iσ2Φ∗
1,2. After spon-

taneous EWSB, one can derive the fermion mass matrices from eq. (2.5), namely: Mf =
1√
2
(v1Y

f
1 + v2Y

f
2 ), f = u, d, l, assuming that both Yukawa matrices Y f

1 and Y f
2 have

the four-texture form and are Hermitian [47–49]. The diagonalisation is performed in the

following way: M̄f = V †
fLMfVfR. Then, M̄f = 1√

2
(v1Ỹ

f
1 + v2Ỹ

f
2 ), where Ỹ f

i = V †
fLY

f
i VfR.

One can derive a better approximation for the product Vq Y
q
n V †

q , by expressing the rotated

matrix Ỹ q
n as

#
Ỹ q
n

$

ij
=

%
mq

im
q
j

v
[χ̃q

n]ij =

%
mq

im
q
j

v
[χq

n]ij eiϑ
q
ij , (2.6)

where the χ’s are unknown dimensionless parameters of the model. Following the recent

analysis of [59, 60] (see also [61]), we can obtain the generic expression for the interactions

of the Higgs bosons with the fermions,

Lf̄ifjφ = −
&√

2

v
ui
'
mdjXijPR +muiYijPL

(
dj H

+ +

√
2mlj

v
ZijνLlRH

+ +H.c.

)

−1

v

*
f̄imfih

f
ijfjh

0 + f̄imfiH
f
ijfjH

0 − if̄imfiA
f
ijfjγ5A

0

+
, (2.7)

where φf
ij (φ = h, H, A), Xij , Yij and Zij are defined as follows:

φf
ij = ξfφδij +G(ξfφ , X), φ = h,H,A, (2.8)

2When the most general Higgs potential with CP-violation is considered, one must use the general

expressions of the oblique parameters given in [56, 57].
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Higgs potential has CP-conservation, one can avoid mixing among the real and imaginary
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are reduced to those given in ref. [55].2 Although the parameters λ6 and λ7 can avoid to

be constrained by the ρ parameter, there are other ways to subject them to various tests,

e.g., perturbativity and unitarity [41]. In particular, we found that the strongest constraint

for the most general Higgs potential of the 2HDM comes from tree-level unitarity [58]. We

found numerically the following constraint for tanβ ≤ 10:

|λ6,7| ≤ 1, (2.4)

which will be used in all our subsequent work.
In order to derive the interactions of the type Higgs-fermion-fermion, the Yukawa

Lagrangian is written as follows:

LY = −
!
Y u
1 Q̄LΦ̃1uR + Y u

2 Q̄LΦ̃2uR + Y d
1 Q̄LΦ1dR + Y d

2 Q̄LΦ2dR + Y l
1 L̄LΦ1lR + Y l

2 L̄LΦ2lR
"
, (2.5)

where Φ1,2 = (φ+
1,2,φ

0
1,2)

T refer to the two Higgs doublets, Φ̃1,2 = iσ2Φ∗
1,2. After spon-

taneous EWSB, one can derive the fermion mass matrices from eq. (2.5), namely: Mf =
1√
2
(v1Y

f
1 + v2Y

f
2 ), f = u, d, l, assuming that both Yukawa matrices Y f

1 and Y f
2 have

the four-texture form and are Hermitian [47–49]. The diagonalisation is performed in the

following way: M̄f = V †
fLMfVfR. Then, M̄f = 1√

2
(v1Ỹ

f
1 + v2Ỹ

f
2 ), where Ỹ f

i = V †
fLY

f
i VfR.

One can derive a better approximation for the product Vq Y
q
n V †

q , by expressing the rotated

matrix Ỹ q
n as

#
Ỹ q
n

$

ij
=

%
mq

im
q
j

v
[χ̃q

n]ij =

%
mq

im
q
j

v
[χq

n]ij eiϑ
q
ij , (2.6)

where the χ’s are unknown dimensionless parameters of the model. Following the recent

analysis of [59, 60] (see also [61]), we can obtain the generic expression for the interactions

of the Higgs bosons with the fermions,

Lf̄ifjφ = −
&√

2

v
ui
'
mdjXijPR +muiYijPL

(
dj H

+ +

√
2mlj

v
ZijνLlRH

+ +H.c.

)

−1

v

*
f̄imfih

f
ijfjh

0 + f̄imfiH
f
ijfjH

0 − if̄imfiA
f
ijfjγ5A

0

+
, (2.7)

where φf
ij (φ = h, H, A), Xij , Yij and Zij are defined as follows:

φf
ij = ξfφδij +G(ξfφ , X), φ = h,H,A, (2.8)

2When the most general Higgs potential with CP-violation is considered, one must use the general

expressions of the oblique parameters given in [56, 57].
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λ6 = −λ7, (4.2)

µ12 ∼ v, (4.3)

where δ is considered near to zero and where we take µ12 = 200GeV. Besides, we can

observe that is more convenient to use λ6 = −λ7 instead of λ6 = λ7 because the rates of

h → γγ, γZ can receive the greatest enhancement. In the opposite case, λ6 = λ7, the

contribution to the decay is irrelevant (see the three Higgs bosons vertices Feynman rules

of appendix B). So that our settings naturally comply with the SM-like scenario advocated

in ref. [50].

4.1 The h → γγ, γZ decays

In this section we present the results for the case of h decays. We start with a general

discussion of all decay channels and we finally comment on the two specific channels of

interest. In the left panel of figure 5, where the h → AA decay is forbidden, one can see

that the behavior of all decay channels is similar to the SM case [65]. However, if the decay

h → AA is kinetically allowed (see right panel), all SM channels show a strong reduction,

as this mode becomes dominant for most mh values. For this special case (mA < mh/2

), there is a small region of parameter space of our model, where this channel decay is

allowed. Following the study of new physics effects on the electroweak oblique parameters

parametrized by S, T and U [55], we find for 2mA < mh and mH ∼ 200 - 230GeV,

taking sin(β − α) ∼ 1, the range allowed for the charged Higgs boson mass is given by

150GeV≤ mH± ≤ 200GeV. Using these values for the masses of neutral and charged

Higgs bosons, we can confront the parameter space of our model with the main flavor

physics constraints, which are studied in [59, 60, 66]. We can obtain practically the same

constraints for the parameters of Yukawa matrices with a four-zero texture, except for the

off-diagonal term, χd
23, which must be very tiny and it has the following bound |χd

23| ≤ 10−1.

The process Bs → µ+µ− imposes the most strong constraint to the parameter χd
23 (see the

formula of this process in the refs. [59, 60]). On the other hand, we should consider another

assumption, the possibility to observe this channel decay at LHC. In ref. [67] the decay

h → AA is studied in a model-independent way with 2mA < (mh − 10)GeV, this channel

could provide sizable significances for an integrated luminosity L = 30 fb−1 and adequate

b-tagging efficiencies. Therefore, if we want to have a h boson that be SM-like, we have to

demand that 2mA > mh, so that the decay h → AA is forbidden. For reference, hereafter,

we are using the 2HDM-III Like II (for reasons which will become clear below).

As we can see in figure 6, the Br(h → γγ) is very sensitive to the X parameter

given in eq. (2.9). For large values of the latter, in particular, the Br(h → γγ) shows an

enhancement of one order of magnitude, but this behavior is contrary to the experimental

results from the LHC. In contrast, for medium values of X (say, X < 15), this increase

is under control, indeed compatible with the LHC data, so that we will choose a definite

value in this range, e.g., X = 10, from now on. We will instead change the values of other

parameters, like the mass of the charged Higgs boson, mH+ .
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The masses of ma, mH+ and MH are chosen by STU obliques parameters

A. Cordero-Cid, J. Hernandez-Sanchez, C. Honorato, S. Moretti, A. Rosado,  JHEP07 (2014) 057
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LHeC Collider

p
s =

p
(EeEp) = 1.296 TeV (e-=60GeV p=7000 GeV) with 100/fb

J. L. Abelleira Fernandez [arXiv:1206.2913 [physics.acc-ph]]

Jaime Hernandez Sanchez (FCE-BUAP) Flavor violating signatures of lighter and heavier Higgs bosons within Two Higgs Doublet Model type III at the LHeC28. April 2015 11 / 20

The overall kinematical range accesible at the LHeC is 20 times larger than HERA.
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e� e�

�/Z

b

b̄

Higgs in LHeC 3
Signal

Charged current (CC) H->bb (0.063 pb)

Background

Single top production (0.43 pb)CC Z production (0.29 pb)

Neutral current (NC) H->bb (0.012 pb)

• CC: H->bb process is chosen as the signal because the cross section is larger than  
NC: H->bb process and NC rejection cut decreases large number of NC BG.

NC multi jets
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Result 9
• Mass reconstructed with 1st and 2nd minimum η b-jets.  
• Signal region is defined as [100,130] GeV.

Signal H->bb 119±2
CCjjj no top 9±3
CC single top 17±2

CC Z 7±1
NC Z 0
PAjjj 73±17

CCbkg total 33±4
NCbkg total 73±17

• We can detect H->bb signal in good efficiency. 
• Peak around 80 GeV is Z boson from CC background. 
• PAjjj background has large statistical error due to small statistics. 
• Electron tagging of Photo-production events could further suppress BG 

under peak.

Events in signal region

S/√B = 11.5

100 fb-1

- Errors are weighted

https://indico.cern.ch/event/356714/contributions/844945/attachments/709283/973691/Updates_on_Hbb_studies.pdf

Masahiro Tanaka, Masahiro Kuze, Masaki Ishitsuka (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
Uta Klein (Liverpool University)
25 June 2015, LHeC Workshop 2015 @CERN and Chavannes-de-Bogis

https://indico.cern.ch/event/356714/contributions/844945/attachments/709283/973691/Updates_on_Hbb_studies.pdf


VBF Higgs production: e-p vs p-p  

6/24/2015 Monica D'Onofrio, LHeC Workshop, CERN/Chavannes 

!  Higgs production in ep 
comes uniquely from either 
CC or NC  
!  Pile-up in e-p at 1034 = 0.1 
!  Clean(er) bb final state, S/B 

~ 1  
! Clean, precise 
reconstruction and easy 
distinction of ZZH and WWH  

!  Higgs production in pp 
comes predominantly from 
gg!H  
!  VBF cross section about 200 

fb (about as large as at the 
ILC).  

!  Pile-up in pp at 5 x 1034 is 
150, S/B very small for bb  

!  Precision needs accurate 
PDFs  

21 

VBF Higgs Production in ep (top)  

                                                           and pp (bottom) 

Uta$Klein,$Higgs$in$ep$ 6 

OR$

Z$

Z$

e$ Higgs$produc<on$in$ep$comes$
uniquely$from$either$CC$or$NC$
$
Pile4up$in$ep$at$1034$is$0.1,$25ns$
Clean(er)$bb$final$state,$S/B$~$1$
e4h$Cross$Calibra<on$"$Precision$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ep:$
Clean,$precise$reconstruc<on$and$
easy$dis<nc<on$of$WWZ$and$WWH$

Higgs$produc<on$in$pp$comes$
predominantly$from$gg"$H$
$
VBF$cross$sec<on$about$200_$
(about$as$large$as$$at$the$LHeC).$
$
Pile4up$in$pp$at$5$1034$is$150,$25ns$
$S/B$$very$small$for$bb$
$
Precision$needs$accurate$PDFs$

ep 

pp 

The background is reduced a lot 
In the 2HDM;  H= h0, H0

For H0 the coupling VVH0  is proportional to Cos(β-α) and VVh0 to Sin(β-α)
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FIG. 1: Allowed regions in the (cos(β−α), tan β) plane in Type I (a), Type II (b), Lepton Specific (c), and Flipped (d) 2HDMs
obtained by performing a χ2 analysis. The region between the black (solid), red (dotted), and blue (dashed) lines is allowed at
95% confidence level corresponding to the current limits and the projected limits for integrated luminosities of 300 fb−1 and
3000 fb−1, respectively.

where v = 246 GeV. If one considers the Z2 symmetric case, then µ2 = 0, and this leads, since M2
H0 > M2

h0 , to a
lower bound on

λ1 > 0.25(1 + tan2 β) . (3)

Clearly, for large tanβ, λ1 becomes non-perturbative. Requiring λ1

4π < 1 implies tanβ < 7. We therefore concentrate
on this region of relatively small tanβ. However, if µ2 ̸= 0, then parameters can be chosen to avoid this constraint,
although some fine-tuning is then required.

III. CONSTRAINTS FROM HEAVY HIGGS SEARCHES

ATLAS and CMS have obtained upper bounds on a Standard Model Higgs boson with a mass between 150 and 600
GeV and assuming a Standard Model width. We use the 95% confidence level band from recent CMS bounds (from
Figure 11 in Ref. [29]) and scale predictions as the inverse square root of the integrated luminosity.
For example, suppose MH0 is 200 GeV. A Standard Model Higgs boson of 200 GeV will decay almost 100% of the

time into vector bosons. This is also true (except for extreme values of the parameters) in a 2HDM. The production
rate through gluon fusion in the 2HDM will be different than the Standard Model rate because of the different t and
b couplings. Thus, the upper bound from ATLAS and CMS on the cross section relative to the Standard Model rate
will place a constraint on α and β.
For MH0 = 200 GeV, we find the results in Fig. 2. We show results for the type-I and type-II models, with the

current limits and projections for 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. The lepton-specific and flipped models give very similar
results to the type-I and type-II models, respectively. An increase in luminosity will tightly constrain cos(β − α) for

Chien-Yi Chen, S. Dawson, Marc Sher. Phys.Rev. D88 (2013) 015018, Phys.Rev. D88 (2013) 039901

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Chen%2C%20Chien-Yi?recid=1232391&ln=es
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Dawson%2C%20S.?recid=1232391&ln=es
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Sher%2C%20Marc?recid=1232391&ln=es
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an Aligned 2HDM (A2HDM) with additional flavor physics in the Yukawa matrices as well

as the possibility of FCNCs at tree level. Here, we consider three di↵erent incarnations for

the 2HDM-III (except the lepton specific incarnations where the leptonic decay branching

is large), we look for an enhancement in the Higgs decays with flavor violation. We show

that in di↵erent scenarios of the 2HDM-III, substantial enhancements of the Higgs flavor

violating branching ratios, � ! bs̄ (with charge conjugation) is possible. At the end we

look for Higgs bosons in these particular flavor violating signatures, in twelve scenarios

shown in Table 1, at the high energy collider experiments, namely at LHeC. We study the

following scenarios:

• Scenario Ia: 2HDM-III as 2HDM-I, with the couplings �ff given by g�ff2HDM�III =

g�ff2HDM�I + �g and cos(� � ↵) = 0.1, �u
kk = 1.5 (k=2,3), �d

22 = 1.8, �d
33 = 1.2,

�u,d
23 = 0.2, �`

22 = 0.5, �`
33 = 1.2, �`

23 = 0.1, mA = 100 GeV and mH± = 110 GeV,

taking Y = �X = �Z = cot� = 2, 15, 30.

• Scenario Ib: the same as scenario Ia but with cos(� � ↵) = 0.5.

• Scenario IIa: 2HDM-III as 2HDM-II, namely, the couplings �ff given by g�ff2HDM�III =

g�ff2HDM�II + �g and cos(� � ↵) = 0.1, �u
22 = 0.5, �u

33 = 1.4, �d
22 = 2, �d

33 = 1.3,

�u
23 = �0.53, �d

23 = 0.2, �`
22 = 0.4, �`

33 = 1.2, �`
23 = 0.1, mA = 100 GeV and

mH± = 110 GeV, taking X = Z = 1/Y = tan� = 2, 15, 30.

• Scenario Y: 2HDM-III as 2HDM-Y, namely, the couplings �ff given by g�ff2HDM�III =

g�ff2HDM�Y + �g and cos(� � ↵) = 0.1, �u
22 = 0.5, �u

33 = 1.4, �d
22 = 2, �d

33 = 1.3,

�u
23 = �0.53, �d

23 = 0.2, �`
22 = 0.4, �`

33 = 1.1, �`
23 = 0.1, mA = 100 GeV and

mH± = 110 GeV, taking X = 1/Y = �1/Z = tan� = 2, 15, 30.

To get the benchmarks, we have taken into account the recent experimental bounds from

the flavor physics [9, 10] – B ! ⌧⌫⌧ , D ! µ⌫, Ds ! `⌫, the semileptonic transition

B ! D⌧⌫⌧ , the inclusive decay B ! Xs�, B0 �B0 mixing, Bs ! µ+µ� and the radiative

decay Z ! bb̄. We have also imposed perturbativity, electroweak and unitarity constraints

[8, 60]. In all the constraints mentioned above the charged Higgs masses are the utmost

crucial parameters, within 2HDM, as it replaces the SM W-exchange diagrams. We have

also taken the allowed Charged Higgs masses from flavor and electro-weak constraints

[10, 11, 61–63]. The Higgs boson masses with currents low energy constraints has been

studied very recently [64, 65].

3 The 2HDM model parameters and benchmark

Taking account all the constraints mentioned in sec.2, we concentrated on three 2HDM

scenarios where the number of Higgs signal events in the bs mode are large enough. The

�.bs are shown in Table 1. We only simulated benchmarks where �.bs are more than 0.15fb.

So that for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1 we can start with at least 15 events.

– 5 –



15(iii) Scenario Y: 2HDM-III as 2HDM-Y, namely, the
couplings ϕff given by gϕff2HDM-III ¼ gϕff2HDM-Y þ Δg
and cosðβ − αÞ ¼ 0.1, χu22 ¼ 0.5, χu33 ¼ 1.4,
χd22 ¼ 2, χd33 ¼ 1.3, χu23 ¼ −0.53, χd23 ¼ 0.2,
χl22 ¼ 0.4, χl33 ¼ 1.1, χl23 ¼ 0.1, mA ¼ 100 GeV
and mH% ¼ 110 GeV, taking the same X and Y
for the Scenario IIa.

Hereinafter, we only simulated benchmarks where
σ:BRðϕ → bs̄Þ [cross section of the charged current pro-
duction νeϕq multiplied by branching ratio of the channel
decay ϕ → bs̄þ c:c:, with (ϕ ¼ h, H)], are more than
0.15 fb so that, for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, we
can start with at least 15 events. Finally, when producing
differential spectra of physical observables, we will con-
centrate on three 2HDM scenarios where the number of
Higgs signal events in the bs̄þ c:c: mode are large enough
in order to be able to appreciate the underlying dynamics.

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe first the production of Higgs
signal. We then discuss the most important SM back-
grounds and the different kinematics selections on the
simulated events.

A. Higgs bosons signals

We consider the leading production processes7 of Higgs
boson: νeϕq, where ϕ ¼ h and H while q is a light-flavor
quark (i.e., u, d, s, c). We assume that ϕ is dominantly

decaying into bs̄ (plus charge conjugation). So both of our
signals, the lighter Higgs as well as the heavier Higgs one,
contain three jet (one is forward and two are central),
missing (transverse) energy and no-lepton. Out of the two
central jets, one is b-tagged and the other is a light-flavor
jet. We estimated the parton level signal cross sections with
flavor-violation within the 2HDM-III by using CalcHEP [81].
This implementation also calculates the BRs of the Higgs
boson ϕ into bs̄. For estimating the cross sections at the
LHeC [63,82–86], we consider an electron beam, of energy
Ee− ¼ 60 GeV and a proton beam of energy Ep ¼
7000 GeV, corresponding to a center-of-mass energy of
approximately

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 1.296 TeV. The integrated luminosity

is 100 fb−1. To estimate the event rates at parton level we
applied the following basic preselections:

pq
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with ΔR ¼ Δη2 þ Δϕ2, where η and ϕ are the pseudor-
apidity and azimuthal angle, respectively. We take mt ¼
173.3 GeV as the top-quark pole mass. We set the
renormalization and factorization scale at the Z-boson
mass (which is approximately the momentum transfer scale
for the signal) and adopt CTEQ6L [87] as parton distri-
bution functions (PDFs), with αs (the strong coupling
constant) evaluated consistently at all stages (PDFs, hard
scattering and decays).
Considering the latter, we calculate in the allowed

regions given above in the Fig. 1, the event rates
ðσ:BR:LÞ at parton level for the neutral Higgs bosons h
and H in the Scenarios Ib, IIa and Y, respectively,
considering both luminosities of 100 fb−1, which are
shown in Figs. 2–3. One can see that the blue region
contains the best benchmark points for all scenarios. We
show that the most optimistic is in fact Scenario Ib for both

FIG. 1. The allowed region in the plane X vs Y, using the constraint Eq. (13), which is obtained from the radiative inclusive decay
B → Xsγ. We obtain the Scenario Ib, which is shown in the left panel, with 0.1 ≤ cosðβ − αÞ ≤ 0.5, χukk ¼ 1.5 (k ¼ 2, 3), χd22 ¼ 1.8,
χd33 ¼ 1.2, χu;d23 ¼ 0.2, χl22 ¼ 0.5, χl33 ¼ 1.2, χl23 ¼ 0.1. For Scenario IIa and Y, the allowed region is given in the right panel with
cosðβ − αÞ ¼ 0.1, χu22 ¼ 0.5, χu33 ¼ 1.4, χd22 ¼ 2, χd33 ¼ 1.3, χu23 ¼ −0.53, χd23 ¼ 0.2, χl22 ¼ 0.4, χl33 ¼ 1.2, χl23 ¼ 0.1. For both cases
mh ¼ 125 GeV, 130 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 300 GeV, 100 GeV ≤ mA ≤ 250 GeV, 110 GeV ≤ mH% ≤ 200 GeV.

7The charged-current production is approximately 5 times
larger than the neutral current production. Moreover, the neutral
current production contains an electron and, since we are vetoing
leptons in this particular analysis, we consider only the charged
processes.
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These processes lead to 3-jets+
We demanded two jets in the central rapidity region: one tagged b-jet and one low flavor jet. 
The remaining jet (qf) has been tagged in the forwards region and the central jet veto (no more 
than one low flavor jet): are criterions to enhance the signal to the SM backgrounds.   

MET(E/T ) and Rapidity of forward jet (⌘f )

E/T for Signal and charged current BGs are large
⌘f is asymmetric (forward jet-tagging)
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We applied the following basic preselections:
following basic pre-selections:

pqT > 15.0 GeV,�R(q, q) > 0.4 (4.1)

where �R = �⌘2 + ��2, where ⌘ and � are the pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle

respectively. We take mt=173.3 GeV as pole mass. All the masses and mass parameters

in our analysis are in GeV. We set the renormalization and factorization scale at Z-boson

masses (approximately the momentum transfer scale for signal) and set CTEQ6L[72] parton

distribution function, with ↵s (the strong coupling constant) evaluated consistently at all

stages (PDFs, hard scattering and decays). We took all the low flavored quarks, gluon and

also the b-quark fluxes inside the proton. We also considered the appropriate flavor-mixing

where appropriate using the present values. The top-quark and W-boson are allowed to be

decayed freely and has been taken care once the event is fed into PYTHIA [73]. The signal

cross-sections, branching ratios and cross-sections multiplied with the branching ratios,

are tabulated in Table.1. The signal processes in our considerations are unique kinematic

profiles. In particular the final state quarks transverse momentum is less than the mass

of the vector bosons, its energy is very high with small angle to the beam directions, i.e.,

high forward rapidity. The rapidity of the forward jet (jf ) is shown in the right panel

of Fig.2. These processes [74] and the kinematical features to discover the Higgs boson

has been studied since long [75]. The parton level study has been performed within SM

recently in [76]. In the context of beyond SM the cross-section estimates with taking into

the NLO factor has been performed in [77] but no signal and background studies. However

dedicated simulation in the event generator level has not been done extensively and we

focus on these aspects and most importantly discovering two Higgs bosons simultaneously

in the flavor-violating modes.

4.2 Backgrounds

There are mainly two groups of backgrounds to our Higgs signal. The charged-current

backgrounds: ⌫tb̄, ⌫bb̄j, ⌫b2j, ⌫3j and the photo-production backgrounds: e�bb̄j, e�tt̄.

For estimating the cross-sections of these SM backgrounds, we used the same pre-selections

like signal, Eqn.4.1, and identical conventions and parameter sets. The expected number

of events for 100 fb�1 integrated Luminosity are given in the third column of Table 2. We

generated these events using CalcHEP v3.4.7 [66].

4.3 Simulations

We passed the CalcHEP v3.4.7 [66] generated parton level event on to PYTHIA v.6.408

[73], which handles the parton shower (both initial and final), hadronization, heavy hadron

decays etc. The final state radiation smears the four-momentum of the jets, thus the

invariant mass of the Higgs boson signal is less than the actual values considered in the

event. We also took the experimental resolutions of the jet angles and energy using the

toy calorimeter PYCELL, in accordance with the LHeC detector parameters, given in

PYTHIA. This has some non-trivial e↵ect since we used the invariant mass to isolate

the Higgs signal. In our study we considered the LHC type calorimeter for the LHeC.
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We consider only 𝜎.bs > 0.15 fb; at 
least 15 events for 100 fb^(-1)

MET(E/T ) and Rapidity of forward jet (⌘f )

E/T for Signal and charged current BGs are large
⌘f is asymmetric (forward jet-tagging)
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Process: e�p ! ⌫e�qf ; � ! bs̄ +h.c.

2HDM tan � X Y Z h=125 H=130 H=150 H=170
bs �.bs bs �.bs bs �.bs bs �.bs

Ia2 2 0.76 0.29 0.75 0.330 0.22 0.077 0.011 0.003
Ia15 15 -cot � cot � -cot � 12.0 11.7 0.71 0.006 0.58 0.004 0.20 0.001
Ia30 30 12.8 19.1 3.16 0.088 2.50 0.027 0.80 0.005
Ib2 2 0.76 0.30 0.75 0.33 0.22 0.077 0.011 0.003

Ib15 15 -cot � cot � -cot � 8.6 7.6 23.6 5.16 8.34 1.39 0.49 0.065
Ib30 30 10.9 11.5 25.2 7.5 16.9 3.18 1.85 0.240
IIa2 2 0.008 0.007 15.6 0.17 4.68 0.033 0.58 0.003

IIa15 15 tan � cot � tan � 0.48 0.41 13.1 0.14 12.6 0.090 8.84 0.046
IIa30 30 2.34 1.97 13.1 0.14 13.1 0.092 11.7 0.061
Y2 2 1.33 1.12 2.62 0.026 1.90 0.013 0.50 0.0026

Y15 15 tan � cot � -cot � 0.29 0.24 20.2 0.220 4.94 0.036 0.57 0.0030
Y30 30 3.98 3.36 46.8 0.518 46.0 0.336 39.2 0.2071

� = h,H; bs units of 10�2 and �.bs units of fb.
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These processes lead to 3-jets+
We demanded two jets in the central rapidity region: one tagged b-jet and one low flavor jet. 
The remaining jet (qf) has been tagged in the forwards region and the central jet veto (no more 
than one low flavor jet): are criterions to enhance the signal to the SM backgrounds.   

MET(E/T ) and Rapidity of forward jet (⌘f )

E/T for Signal and charged current BGs are large
⌘f is asymmetric (forward jet-tagging)
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We applied the following basic preselections:
following basic pre-selections:

pqT > 15.0 GeV,�R(q, q) > 0.4 (4.1)

where �R = �⌘2 + ��2, where ⌘ and � are the pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle

respectively. We take mt=173.3 GeV as pole mass. All the masses and mass parameters

in our analysis are in GeV. We set the renormalization and factorization scale at Z-boson

masses (approximately the momentum transfer scale for signal) and set CTEQ6L[72] parton

distribution function, with ↵s (the strong coupling constant) evaluated consistently at all

stages (PDFs, hard scattering and decays). We took all the low flavored quarks, gluon and

also the b-quark fluxes inside the proton. We also considered the appropriate flavor-mixing

where appropriate using the present values. The top-quark and W-boson are allowed to be

decayed freely and has been taken care once the event is fed into PYTHIA [73]. The signal

cross-sections, branching ratios and cross-sections multiplied with the branching ratios,

are tabulated in Table.1. The signal processes in our considerations are unique kinematic

profiles. In particular the final state quarks transverse momentum is less than the mass

of the vector bosons, its energy is very high with small angle to the beam directions, i.e.,

high forward rapidity. The rapidity of the forward jet (jf ) is shown in the right panel

of Fig.2. These processes [74] and the kinematical features to discover the Higgs boson

has been studied since long [75]. The parton level study has been performed within SM

recently in [76]. In the context of beyond SM the cross-section estimates with taking into

the NLO factor has been performed in [77] but no signal and background studies. However

dedicated simulation in the event generator level has not been done extensively and we

focus on these aspects and most importantly discovering two Higgs bosons simultaneously

in the flavor-violating modes.

4.2 Backgrounds

There are mainly two groups of backgrounds to our Higgs signal. The charged-current

backgrounds: ⌫tb̄, ⌫bb̄j, ⌫b2j, ⌫3j and the photo-production backgrounds: e�bb̄j, e�tt̄.

For estimating the cross-sections of these SM backgrounds, we used the same pre-selections

like signal, Eqn.4.1, and identical conventions and parameter sets. The expected number

of events for 100 fb�1 integrated Luminosity are given in the third column of Table 2. We

generated these events using CalcHEP v3.4.7 [66].

4.3 Simulations

We passed the CalcHEP v3.4.7 [66] generated parton level event on to PYTHIA v.6.408

[73], which handles the parton shower (both initial and final), hadronization, heavy hadron

decays etc. The final state radiation smears the four-momentum of the jets, thus the

invariant mass of the Higgs boson signal is less than the actual values considered in the

event. We also took the experimental resolutions of the jet angles and energy using the

toy calorimeter PYCELL, in accordance with the LHeC detector parameters, given in

PYTHIA. This has some non-trivial e↵ect since we used the invariant mass to isolate

the Higgs signal. In our study we considered the LHC type calorimeter for the LHeC.
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event. We also took the experimental resolutions of the jet angles and energy using the

toy calorimeter PYCELL, in accordance with the LHeC detector parameters, given in

PYTHIA. This has some non-trivial e↵ect since we used the invariant mass to isolate

the Higgs signal. In our study we considered the LHC type calorimeter for the LHeC.

– 7 –
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where fðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ x2

p
, ξfϕ are related to the trigonometric

ratios (i.e., cos α=sin β, sin α=sin β, cos α=cos β, sin α=cos β)
and the parameters X, Y, and Z can be related to tan β or
cot β, according to the various incarnations of 2HDMs [20].
Taking into account that the Higgs-fermion-fermion (ϕff)

coupling in the 2HDM-III is written as gϕff2HDM-III ¼
gϕff2HDM-any þ Δg, where gϕff2HDM-any is the coupling ϕff in
some of the 2HDMs with discrete symmetry and Δg is the
contribution of the four-zero texture,5 it was pointed out in
[20] that this Lagrangian could also represent a multi-Higgs
doublet model (MHDM) [72] or an aligned 2HDM
(A2HDM) [13] with additional flavor physics in the
Yukawa matrices.
In the case of the decay of neutral Higgs bosons, the

diagrams which contribute involve only vertices like tt̄, tc̄,
tū, cū, bb̄, bs̄, bd̄, sd̄ in the quark sector. In almost all the
different versions of the 2HDM, except the lepton specific,
the most relevant Higgs boson decay diagrams are those in
which one has the couplings bb̄ and bs̄. It is clear that those
diagrams containing the top quark in the final state are
kinematically not allowed. Further, the fermion flavor
violating amplitudes in the 2HDMs are proportional to
ðX ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffimqmq0

p Þ for quarks and ðZ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mlml0

p Þ for leptons [see
Eqs. (4)–(6) and Table I]. Therefore the only relevant
diagram which violates fermion flavor is that containing the
coupling bs̄. In the case of the lepton specific model we
should take care that the diagram for the subprocess
h0 → bs̄ is proportional to the parameter X and the
subprocess h0 → τμ̄ is proportional to the parameter Z
and this could make the contribution of the latter larger than
the contribution of the former subprocess, because in this
case it could happen that Z ≫ X when tan β is large.
Here, we consider three different incarnations of the

2HDM-III, which correspond to the four 2HDM types
already described except the lepton specific one, as here
leptonic branching ratios (BRs) are dominant, whereas we
intend to look for an enhancement in the Higgs to bs̄ decay
because of flavor violation. We will finally show that, in

TABLE I. Parameters for few optimistic benchmark points in the 2HDM-III as a 2HDM-I, -II and -Y configuration. Here bs stands for
BRðϕ → bs̄þ b̄sÞ, in units of 10−2, where ϕ ¼ h, H, while σ:bs stands for the cross section multiplied by the above BR as obtained at
the LHeC in units of fb. We have analyzed only the benchmarks where the σ:bs is greater than 0.15 fb, so that at least 15 events are
produced for 100 fb−1.

mh ¼ 125 GeV mH ¼ 130 GeV mH ¼ 150 GeV mH ¼ 170 GeV

2HDM X Y Z bs σ:bs bs σ:bs bs σ:bs bs σ:bs

Ib35 28 10 28 15.66 6.392 51.8 1.209 51.6 0.30 1.58 0.117
Ib47 30 5 30 16.14 3.086 48.2 10.983 48.0 0.127 1.80 0.839
Ib57 44 5 44 17.58 11.861 38.6 5.14 38.4 2.303 3.68 0.137

IIa11 20 2 20 1.42 1.055 25.2 0.097 25.0 0.091 24.8 0.085
IIa14 26 2 26 1.44 1.651 26.0 0.059 25.8 0.054 25.6 0.049
IIa26 36 1 36 1.46 1.621 26.4 0.045 26.2 0.042 26.0 0.038

Ya11 20 2 −2 1.42 1.084 25.2 0.062 25.0 0.059 24.8 0.054
Ya12 22 2 −2 1.44 1.078 25.6 0.057 25.4 0.053 25.2 0.048
Ya14 26 2 −2 1.46 1.441 26.0 0.057 25.8 0.053 25.6 0.049

5For example, one can recovers the Yukawa interactions given
in Refs. [72–74] with χfij ¼ 0.
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Higgs bosons h and H, which reach events rates of order
500–1300 (5000–13000) with an integrated luminosity of
100 fb−1 (1000 fb−1), although Scenarios IIa and Y also
have some interesting benchmark points where one can
obtain 17 events rates at the same luminosity. Table I shows
the benchmark points that we select as interesting for
studies at the LHeC. There are twenty-seven in total,
obtained by taking the same three different values of the
H mass (mH ¼ 130, 150, 170 GeV) in correspondence to
nine different configurations of the other parameters. The
products of cross sections times the relevant BRs (σ:bs) are
shown in Table I.
Restricting ourselves to the points for which the

inclusive event rates are most optimistic, all estimated
by taking all the light-flavor quarks, the b-quark and the
gluon as fluxes inside the proton and upon considering
appropriate flavor-mixing where appropriate, we have then
proceeded as follows. The top-quark and W-boson were
allowed to decay freely as implemented in PYTHIA [88].
Following this, it was recognized that the signal processes
have unique kinematic profiles. In particular, the final state
quark transverse momentum is less than the mass of the
vector bosons, its energy is very high with a small angle
with respect to the beam directions (i.e., high forward
rapidity). This will serve as guidance in our event

selection. However, before proceeding further in this
direction, we have to acknowledge at this point that these
processes and their kinematic features to discover generic
Higgs bosons have been studied for a long time [89–97].
Further parton level studies have been performed within
the SM recently in [98]. In the context of BSM physics,
cross section estimates while taking into account next-to-
leading order (NLO) correction factors have been per-
formed in [99] but no signal and background studies have
been reported therein. In fact, dedicated simulations at the
event generator level have not been done extensively and
we focus here on these aspects, most importantly, with the
intent of detecting two Higgs bosons simultaneously in
novel flavor-violating modes.

B. Backgrounds

There are mainly two groups of SM noise to our Higgs
signals. The charged-current backgrounds, νtb̄, νbb̄j, νb2j,
ν3j, and the photo-production ones, e−bb̄j, e−tt̄. For
estimating the cross sections of these SM backgrounds,
we have used the same preselections like for the signal,
Eq. (14), and identical conventions and parameter sets. The
expected number of events for 100 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity are given in the third column of Table II.

FIG. 2. Event rates ðσ:BR:LÞ at parton level for the neutral Higgs boson h (left panel) andmH ¼ 130 GeV (right panel), where L is the
integrated luminosity. We show Scenario Ib for 100 fb−1. We consider mh ¼ 125 GeV.

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2, but now for the Scenario IIa. Similar results for Scenario Y are obtained.
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hSM=125 GeV:3-jet+E/T with 100 fb�1

a: Nj >⇠ 3

b: Nb�tag >⇠ 1 (with ✏b=0.50, ✏c=0.10 and ✏j =0.01, where j=u,d,s,g)

cd : at least two central jets (within ⌘ < 2.5) with E/T > 20GeV
e: lepton (e or µ) veto with pT > 20 GeV and ⌘ < 3.0
f: in the central region: |Mbj � Mh(H)| is minimum and with 15 GeV mass windows.

g: remaining leading jet with pT > 25 GeV and �5.5 < ⌘ < �0.5
h: m�jf

> 190 GeV

Proc RawEvt a b cd e f g h i S
Ia2 29.9 21.1 8.3 4.6 4.4 1.8 1.5 1.3 0.8 0.06(0.19)
Ia15 1166.3 814.3 320.2 173.0 166.6 67.3 56.6 44.2 27.7 2.12(6.7)
Ia30 1911.1 1294.7 539.0 282.7 274.6 102.5 78.7 46.6 29.3 2.24(7.1)
Ib2 30.0 21.0 8.1 4.5 4.3 1.8 1.5 1.3 0.8 0.06(0.19)
Ib15 761.5 521.0 212.5 113.3 109.6 42.1 33.5 23.2 15.0 1.15(3.6)
Ib30 1145.3 776.2 323.1 170.6 165.3 63.3 48.6 29.5 18.8 1.44(4.55)
IIa15 40.6 28.6 11.1 6.1 5.9 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.1 0.08(0.25)
IIa30 197.0 139.3 53.9 30.0 28.9 11.6 10.0 8.4 5.2 0.39(1.23)
Y2 112.2 79.0 30.5 16.9 16.3 6.4 5.5 4.6 2.9 0.22(0.69)
Y15 24.2 17.0 6.6 3.7 3.5 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.6 0.05(0.15)
Y30 336.0 237.7 92.8 52.1 50.2 20.1 17.1 14.4 9.2 0.70(2.2)

⌫t b̄ 50712.1 28338.4 15293.7 8144.2 7532.7 2982.1 2058.0 652.2 139.6
⌫bb̄j 14104.6 6122.8 3656.7 1787.1 1650.1 257.5 152.5 85.2 15.1
⌫b2j 18043.1 8389.2 3013.0 1445.5 1373.7 389.5 206.1 77.2 11.3 B=170.8
⌫3j 948064.2 410393.4 15560.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

p
B=13.1

ebb̄j 256730.1 55099.8 36353.6 1432.0 200.7 54.1 24.8 18.0 4.5
et t̄ 783.3 685.0 384.5 179.3 26.2 11.6 10.5 3.9 0.3

Jaime Hernandez Sanchez (FCE-BUAP) Flavor violating signatures of lighter and heavier Higgs bosons within Two Higgs Doublet Model type III at the LHeC28. April 2015 16 / 20

Details in arXiv: 1503.01464

→3j not survive and photo production is reduced

i: We required only one low flavored jet in the central regions (this has severe impact on the processes)

Results in () is for 1000 fb^(-1)
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ν3j, and the photo-production ones, e−bb̄j, e−tt̄. For
estimating the cross sections of these SM backgrounds,
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expected number of events for 100 fb−1 of integrated
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FIG. 2. Event rates ðσ:BR:LÞ at parton level for the neutral Higgs boson h (left panel) andmH ¼ 130 GeV (right panel), where L is the
integrated luminosity. We show Scenario Ib for 100 fb−1. We consider mh ¼ 125 GeV.

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2, but now for the Scenario IIa. Similar results for Scenario Y are obtained.
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C. Signal-to-background analysis

We passed the CalcHEP v3.4.7 [81] generated parton level
event on to PYTHIA v.6.408 [88], which handles the parton
shower (both initial and final), hadronization, heavy hadron
decays, etc. The final state radiation smears the four-
momentum of the jets, thus the invariant mass of the
Higgs boson signal is less than the actual values considered
in the event. We also took the experimental resolutions of the
jet angles and energy using the toy calorimeter PYCELL, in
accordance with the LHeC detector parameters, given in
PYTHIA. This has some nontrivial effect since we used the
invariant mass to isolate the Higgs signal. In our study we
considered theLHC type calorimeter for theLHeC.Although
in reality this is not the case, for example, unlike ATLAS and
CMS, the electromagnetic and the hadronic calorimeter at the
LHeC is not symmetric. However, since we are not doing
detector simulation and also we are not considering cracks in
the detectors, we applied symmetric large rapidity coverage
for jets and leptons in our analysis. We expect that these
assumptions hardly alter our findings. The detector param-
eters in the toy calorimeter module PYCELL are set according
to the LHeC detector [84]. Specifically, we assume large
calorimeter coverage jηj < 5.5, with segmentation (the
number of division in η and ϕ are 320 and 200 respectively)
Δη×Δϕ¼ 0.0359×0.0314. Further,we have usedGaussian
energy resolution [82] for both leptons (l ¼ e, μ) and jets
(labeled as j), with

ΔE
E

¼ affiffiffiffi
E

p ⊕ b; ð15Þ

where a ¼ 0.32, b ¼ 0.086 for jets and a ¼ 0.085, b ¼
0.003 for leptons and ⊕ means addition in quadrature. We
have used a cone algorithm for the jet-finding algorithm,with
jet radius ΔRðjÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δη2 þ Δϕ2

p
¼ 0.5. Calorimeter cells

with Ecell
T;min ≥ 5.0 GeV are considered to be potential can-

didates for jet initiators. All cellswithEcell
T;min ≥ 1.0 GeVwere

treated as part of the would-be jet. A jet is required to have
minimum summedEj

T;min ≥ 15 GeV and the jets are ordered
in ET . Leptons (l ¼ e, μ) are selected if they satisfy the
requirements:El

T ≥ 15 GeVand jηlj ≤ 3.0. In our jet finding
algorithm we include leptons as parts of jets. Finally we
separate them, putting some isolation criterion as follows: if
we find a jet near a lepton, with ΔRðj − lÞ ≤ 0.5 and
0.8 ≤ Ej

T=E
l
T ≤ 1.2, i.e. if the jet ET is nearly identical to

that of this lepton, the jet is removed from the list of jets and
treated as a lepton. However, if we find a jet within
ΔRðj − lÞ ≤ 0.5 of a lepton, whose ET differs significantly
from that of the lepton, the lepton is removed from the list of
leptons. This isolation criterion mostly removes leptons from
b or c decays. We reconstructed the missing (transverse)
energy (ET) from all observed particles and shown in left
panel of Fig. 5. We have also calculated the same from the
energy deposition in the calorimeter cells and found con-
sistency between these two methods. Only jets with jηjj <
2.5 and Ej

T ≥ 15 GeV “matched” with a b-flavored hadron
(B-hadron), i.e. withΔRðj; B − hadronÞ < 0.2 is considered
to be “taggable.”Weassume that these jets are actually tagged
with probability ϵb ¼ 0.50. We also adopted mistagging of
non-b jets as b-jets and treated c-jets differently from the

TABLE II. Expected number of events after different combinations of cuts for signal and backgrounds at the LHeC with an integrated
luminosity of 100 fb−1 for mh ¼ 125 GeV. SimEvt stands for the actual number of events analyzed in the Monte Carlo simulations.
RawEvt stands for the number of events with only the generator–level cuts (14) imposed; for the signal as well as for background, these
are calculated from the total cross section times branching ratio. In the final column we mention the significances(S) defined as
S ¼ S=

ffiffiffiffi
B

p
, where S stands for signal events, background events B for 100 fb−1 of data after all cuts mentioned in the “i” column. The

number in the parenthesis in the final column represent the significances for 1000 fb−1.

Proc SimEvt RawEvt a b c d e f g h i S

Ib35 100 K 639.2 447.6 177.3 117.1 97.4 93.8 37.8 31.7 25.4 15.8 1.2(3.8)
Ib47 100 K 308.6 216.8 85.1 56.2 47.1 45.5 18.4 15.6 13.0 8.1 0.62(2.0)
Ib57 100 K 1186.1 833.7 325.7 215.5 180.6 173.9 70.3 59.1 49.3 31.1 2.4(7.5)

IIa11 100 K 105.5 74.3 29.1 19.2 16.0 15.4 6.3 5.3 4.4 2.8 0.21(0.70)
IIa14 100 K 165.1 116.1 45.2 30.0 25.4 24.4 9.7 8.3 6.9 4.4 0.33(1.05)
IIa26 100 K 162.1 114.4 44.7 29.5 24.5 23.6 9.5 8.1 6.8 4.3 0.33(1.03)

Ya11 100 K 108.4 76.3 29.8 19.6 16.4 15.8 6.4 5.4 4.6 2.9 0.22(0.70)
Ya12 100 K 107.8 76.2 29.6 19.5 16.3 15.7 6.3 5.4 4.5 2.8 0.21(0.67)
Ya14 100 K 144.1 101.7 39.8 26.0 21.7 20.8 8.2 7.0 5.9 3.8 0.29(0.92)

νtb̄ 100 K 50712.1 28338.4 15293.7 9845.0 8144.2 7532.7 2982.1 2058.0 652.2 139.6
νbb̄j 560 K 14104.6 6122.8 3656.7 1858.5 1787.1 1650.1 257.5 152.5 85.2 15.1
νb2j 90 K 18043.1 8389.2 3013.0 1691.5 1445.5 1373.7 389.5 206.1 77.2 11.3 B ¼ 170.8
ν3j 300 K 948064.2 410393.4 15560.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ffiffiffiffi
B

p
¼ 13.1

ebb̄j 115 K 256730.1 55099.8 36353.6 12659.8 1432.0 200.7 54.1 24.8 18.0 4.5
ett̄ 130 K 783.3 685.0 384.5 265.9 179.3 26.2 11.6 10.5 3.9 0.3

S. P. DAS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 94, 055003 (2016)
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(ix) i(I): Finally, we required only one light-flavor jet in
the central region (same). This selection is called
“central jet veto” and has severe impact on all
processes having more jets in the central rapidity
region, other than the Higgs candidate jets. Recall
that our Higgs signal candidate jets, selected in f(F)
above, are central: this is true for not only the signal,
but also the dominant SM background, tb̄. For a
lighter SM Higgs, see Table II, approximately
35–40% of the events have a central jet other than
Higgs candidate jets, thus only 60–65% of the events
survive. For tb̄, νb2j and ν2bj the efficiencies are
22%, 18% and 14%, respectively. Among all the SM
backgrounds, e2t has a larger number of jets (see the
distributions in the left panel of Fig. 4), thus the

probability of having a central jet is more, so that this
selection suppresses this background severely, ap-
proximately by 93% (for all the Higgs cases, see
Tabs. II–V).

After the cumulative selections froma–i, discussed above,
we find that, for the SM Higgs boson with mh ¼ 125, the
final number of events is around 15–30 only for Scenario Ib
and for large values of the parameters X ¼ Z ¼ 28ð44Þ and
Y ¼ 10ð5Þ respectively. The total SM background rate is
approximately 170. The charged-current backgrounds, νtb̄,
νbb̄j and νb2j, are the dominant ones and only 3% of the
total background comes from ett̄ photo-production. These
rates lead to a maximum significance of approximately
2.4 ð7.5Þσ with 100 ð1000Þ fb−1 integrated luminosity for
Scenario Ib with X ¼ Z ¼ 44 and Y ¼ 5. For Scenario Ib

TABLE III. Same as Table II but formH ¼ 130 GeV. The criterion for jets and b-tagging are the same, so that the number of events in
column A and B are the same for all SM backgrounds.

Proc SimEvt RawEvt A B C D E F G H I S

Ib35 100 K 120.9 87.1 34.1 26.9 22.5 21.6 7.5 6.1 5.3 3.4 0.28(0.88)
Ib47 100 K 1098.3 790.3 307.1 243.9 204.6 195.7 68.5 56.1 48.6 31.3 2.6(8.1)
Ib57 100 K 514.0 371.2 144.8 115.0 96.0 92.0 31.7 25.8 22.7 14.3 1.2(3.7)

IIa11 100 K 9.7 6.8 2.7 2.1 1.8 1.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.02(0.05)
IIa14 100 K 5.9 4.2 1.7 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.01(0.02)
IIa26 100 K 4.5 3.1 1.3 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.01(0.02)

Ya11 100 K 6.2 4.4 1.8 1.4 1.1 1.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.01(0.02)
Ya12 100 K 5.7 4.0 1.6 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.01(0.02)
Ya14 100 K 5.7 4.0 1.6 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.01(0.02)

νtb̄ 100 K 50712.1 28338.4 15293.7 10976.4 9092.4 8393.6 2550.9 1565.5 617.9 113.7
νbb̄j 560 K 14104.6 6122.8 3656.7 2145.5 2062.1 1902.9 266.6 141.0 87.5 14.4
νb2j 90 K 18043.1 8389.2 3013.0 2053.6 1734.0 1650.1 402.8 143.7 64.5 8.1 B ¼ 147.8
ν3j 300 K 948064.2 410393.4 15560.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ffiffiffiffi
B

p
¼ 12.2

ebb̄j 115 K 256730.1 55099.8 36353.6 16838.4 1826.6 284.1 56.4 31.6 22.6 11.3
ett̄ 130 K 783.3 685.0 384.5 280.8 190.8 27.8 10.9 9.3 3.9 0.3

TABLE IV. Same as Table III but for mH ¼ 150 GeV.

Proc SimEvt RawEvt A B C D E F G H I S

Ib35 100 K 30.0 23.3 9.1 8.2 6.9 6.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 0.8 0.10(0.33)
Ib47 100 K 12.7 9.9 3.8 3.4 2.9 2.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.04(0.12)
Ib57 100 K 230.3 179.6 69.3 62.6 52.6 49.9 11.7 10.1 9.1 6.4 0.83(2.62)

IIa11 100 K 9.1 6.9 2.7 2.4 2.0 1.9 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.026(0.08)
IIa14 100 K 5.4 4.1 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.013(0.04)
IIa26 100 K 4.2 3.2 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.013(0.04)

Ya11 100 K 5.9 4.5 1.8 1.6 1.3 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.013(0.04)
Ya12 100 K 5.3 4.0 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.013(0.04)
Ya14 100 K 5.3 4.0 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.013(0.04)

νtb̄ 100 K 50712.1 28338.4 15293.7 11810.9 9808.7 9039.0 751.7 476.8 194.5 32.3
νbb̄j 560 K 14104.6 6122.8 3656.7 2395.6 2300.1 2120.8 199.3 112.4 70.8 12.4
νb2j 90 K 18043.1 8389.2 3013.0 2427.2 2030.3 1933.1 234.2 83.7 41.0 6.3 B ¼ 60.1
ν3j 300 K 948064.2 410393.4 15560.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ffiffiffiffi
B

p
¼ 7.7

ebb̄j 115 K 256730.1 55099.8 36353.6 21280.9 2270.8 385.6 36.1 24.8 20.3 9.0
ett̄ 130 K 783.3 685.0 384.5 291.5 199.0 29.1 3.5 3.0 1.2 0.1

FLAVOR VIOLATING SIGNATURES OF LIGHTER AND … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 94, 055003 (2016)
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Production of H+ in ep collider

We focus in H+ —> cb, in 2HDM-III (also in MHDM) could be relevant

BR (H+ —> cb)  ~  0.9 in 2HDM-III
                     ~0.8 in MHDM  PRD  85, 115002 (2012)

(See Kei Yagyu’s talk)
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Scenario Ia
Cos (beta-alpha)~0.1

Scenario Ib
Cos(beta-alpha)~0.5
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Scenario II Scenario Y
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S B S/B^1/2

Ia (X=5,Y=5) 372.5 3724.03 6.1

Ib (X=5,Y=5) 376.67 6.1

II 
(X=32,Y=0.5) 286.31 4.69

Y (X=32, 
Y=0.5) 298.58 4.89

19

hSM=125 GeV:3-jet+E/T with 100 fb�1

a: Nj >⇠ 3

b: Nb�tag >⇠ 1 (with ✏b=0.50, ✏c=0.10 and ✏j =0.01, where j=u,d,s,g)

cd : at least two central jets (within ⌘ < 2.5) with E/T > 20GeV
e: lepton (e or µ) veto with pT > 20 GeV and ⌘ < 3.0
f: in the central region: |Mbj � Mh(H)| is minimum and with 15 GeV mass windows.

g: remaining leading jet with pT > 25 GeV and �5.5 < ⌘ < �0.5
h: m�jf

> 190 GeV

Proc RawEvt a b cd e f g h i S
Ia2 29.9 21.1 8.3 4.6 4.4 1.8 1.5 1.3 0.8 0.06(0.19)
Ia15 1166.3 814.3 320.2 173.0 166.6 67.3 56.6 44.2 27.7 2.12(6.7)
Ia30 1911.1 1294.7 539.0 282.7 274.6 102.5 78.7 46.6 29.3 2.24(7.1)
Ib2 30.0 21.0 8.1 4.5 4.3 1.8 1.5 1.3 0.8 0.06(0.19)
Ib15 761.5 521.0 212.5 113.3 109.6 42.1 33.5 23.2 15.0 1.15(3.6)
Ib30 1145.3 776.2 323.1 170.6 165.3 63.3 48.6 29.5 18.8 1.44(4.55)
IIa15 40.6 28.6 11.1 6.1 5.9 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.1 0.08(0.25)
IIa30 197.0 139.3 53.9 30.0 28.9 11.6 10.0 8.4 5.2 0.39(1.23)
Y2 112.2 79.0 30.5 16.9 16.3 6.4 5.5 4.6 2.9 0.22(0.69)
Y15 24.2 17.0 6.6 3.7 3.5 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.6 0.05(0.15)
Y30 336.0 237.7 92.8 52.1 50.2 20.1 17.1 14.4 9.2 0.70(2.2)

⌫t b̄ 50712.1 28338.4 15293.7 8144.2 7532.7 2982.1 2058.0 652.2 139.6
⌫bb̄j 14104.6 6122.8 3656.7 1787.1 1650.1 257.5 152.5 85.2 15.1
⌫b2j 18043.1 8389.2 3013.0 1445.5 1373.7 389.5 206.1 77.2 11.3 B=170.8
⌫3j 948064.2 410393.4 15560.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

p
B=13.1

ebb̄j 256730.1 55099.8 36353.6 1432.0 200.7 54.1 24.8 18.0 4.5
et t̄ 783.3 685.0 384.5 179.3 26.2 11.6 10.5 3.9 0.3

Jaime Hernandez Sanchez (FCE-BUAP) Flavor violating signatures of lighter and heavier Higgs bosons within Two Higgs Doublet Model type III at the LHeC28. April 2015 16 / 20

Details in arXiv: 1503.01464

→3j not survive and photo production is reduced

i: We required only one low flavored jet in the central regions (this has severe impact on the processes)

Results in () is for 1000 fb^(-1)

These results are at parton level, but we have optimist 
prospects, taking only the background of e b.
We are analyzing exhaustively the background (work in 
progress).
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Summary

We show the 2HDM-III and the interesting signals.

We study the signal h—> sb in the future ep collider LHeC: e p —> q nu h 
(consistent with the study of h—>bb of the other simulation group).

Our study is consistent with flavor physics, Higgs physics and EWPO.

Following the same strategies for the neutral Higgs boson, we study the 
production of H+ in the future ep collider LHeC.

We show some results at parton level, however the study is in progress. We 
have spectacular event rates. 


